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ABSTRACT
In the Brazilian popular imagination, the discovery of oil was announced on August 9, 1938, by the
Viscount of Corncob. The Donabentense Oil Company drilled Caraminguá’s first well, near the creek that
passed through the Yellow Woodpecker Ranch (“Sítio do Picapau Amarelo,” in colloquial Portuguese). The
latter was the name of a famous Brazilian children’s book. In fact, the first oil well flowed in Salvador,
Bahia, on January 21, 1939, discovered by Manoel Ignácio Bastos (1891 - 1940), a Brazilian geographer
engineer, whose business partner, Oscar Salvador Cordeiro (1890 - 1970), was the president of the Bahia
Commodities Exchange. A brief analysis of documents, such as reports, Brazilian decrees and executive
orders, as well as newspapers, detail the actions of these Brazilian oil pioneers. Statistical data analysis
was also performed about onshore and offshore oil production between 1941 and 2019, as a part of
Bastos and Cordeiros’ heritage.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It was August 9th, 1938 when oil gushed in
Brazil. A magnificent black gold column rose 40
meters, curved into the sky, and fell in a form of
black rain, soaking everyone. Loudly, the Country
proclaimed
its
economic
independence.
Newspapers all over the Nation reported the
discovery shown in Figure 1 (Lobato, 1937).
Production, at its inauguration, reached 500 barrels
per day, according to the imagination of the
brilliant Brazilian writer, activist, entrepreneur, and
businessman, José Bento Renato Monteiro Lobato
(1882 - 1948, Figure 2), as described in his
delightful book “The Viscount’s Well,” published in
1937.
In fact, on Saturday, January 21, 1939, oil
gushed from a well drilled after great insistence
and perseverance of the Brazilian geographer
engineer Manoel Ignácio Bastos (1891 - 1940) and
his partner, the realtor Oscar Salvador Cordeiro,
(1890 - 1970) as described below (Anonymous,
1939a; 1939b):

Oil Gushed! In Lobato. Disaster Feared Due to Drill
Failure
The news spread rapidly across the city that oil was
gushing in Lobato.
The report of DIARIO DE NOTICIAS was soon in the
field... And we found, from the Commodity
Exchange, Mr. Oscar Cordeiro, who has been
working hard with the hope of extracting oil from
Bahia sub-soil.
“Are the news about Lobato oil gushing true?”
- Exactly. Saturday, at 2 p.m., the first oil signs were
checked by the Ministry’s oil driller, Mr. Ernesto
Antonele.
Removing the rod, the oil gushed. And given the lack
of drill valves, there were some concerns due to the
very high pressure.
Diário de Noticias, Monday, January 23, 1939, p. 1

In the same report, by the Diário de Noticias
(News Journal, from Bahia), (Anonymous, 1939b),
Cordeiro reported that he arranged to wire the
Brazilian president, the Minister of Agriculture, and
state officials, such as the Intervener (the
equivalent to a Governor), Landulpho Alves de
Almeida (1893 - 1954), who had promised to visit

Figure 1. Cover of Monteiro Lobato’s children book
“The Viscount’s Well” (“O Poço do Visconde”, in
colloquial Portuguese), published in 1937 in favor of
national oil policy (Lobato, 1937), in public domain.
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Figure 2. José Bento Renato Monteiro Lobato (1882 1948), Brazilian writer, activist, entrepreneur and
businessman, in public domain.
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the mines on that day. The report ends with a
concern about the safety of the drills used which,
apparently, couldn’t support high pressure. In the
following weeks, other news were published in the
same journal, highlighting the report “How the
Lobato Mine was Discovered” (Anonymous,
1939c).
However, years before this took place, the
announcement of the oil discovery had been
published on Thursday, March 2, 1933, precisely on
the front page of the second edition of the
newspaper “A Noite” (The Night) (Agencia
Brasileira, 1933a):
Oil Well Discovered in Bahia - Research Works
Stopped Due to Strong Gas Fumes
Bahia, 2 (A. B.) - About 30 kilometers from the capital,
an oil source has been located by engineer Manoel
Ignácio Bastos and Mr. Oscar Cordeiro, president of the
Commodity Exchange. Accompanied by a group of
workers, these technicians did research in these mines,
removing a regular amount of crude oil. They were
forced, however, to pause the operation due to strong
gas fumes that were causing the intoxication of
engineer Bastos and some of the workers present. In a
few days, researchers intend to invite [Government]
State and Federal authorities, as well the press, to visit
the exploration and extraction of crude oil in any part
of the land where these deposits are located.
A Noite, 2nd Edition, Thursday, March 2, 1933

This report was transmitted by Bastos himself,
via the Brazilian Agency (the acronym “Agencia
Brasileira”, or A.B.), following his telegram
(Pimentel, 1984; 1991), for publication in the main
newspapers in Rio de Janeiro, which was, at that
time, the Brazilian capital. Besides A Noite (Agencia
Brasileira, 1933a), this content was reproduced by
other newspapers, such as Correio da Manhã
(Morning Post) (Agencia Brasileira, 1933b) and
Diário de Notícias (another newspaper from Rio de
Janeiro) (Agencia Brasileira, 1933c), in the
following days.
However, it took nearly six years for oil to flow
into that region by installing the L-163 rig, as
described below. Record 163 refers to the number
of wells drilled throughout country by the Brazilian
government.

1.1 The Lobato region
A curious historical coincidence involves the
name of the region where the first Brazilian oil well
was successfully set up: the Lobato neighborhood
in the city of Salvador, Bahia. According to “Brazil’s
Descriptive Treaty” of 1587, written by the
Portuguese mill owner, naturalist and historian
Gabriel Soares de Souza (1540 - 1591), in Chapter
XXI of his work, the following can be read (Sousa,
1879):
“From this Paripe Port five hundred fathom
across away there is other mil ox…” [i.e. a sugar mill
that grinds sugarcane through oxen] “that was from
Vasco Rodrigues Lobato” (c. 1515 - c. 1563)

According to Nobiliário Lusitano (“Portugal
Families Noble Ranks”) (Gayo, 1938), Vasco Lobato
was the son of Antonio Rodrigues de Caldas, who
was married to Leonor Veloso Bacellar, and,
therefore, from the Caldas lineage. Antonio and
Leonor had a daughter, Guiomar Veloso Bacelar de
Sousa e Caldas, who had married Gonçalo Esteves
Lobato.
Coincidentally, oil in Bahia was first extracted in
the Lobato region at the end of the 1930’s, which,
according to records, also belonged to Francisco
Rodrigues Lobato, the owner of a quarry, and
Vasco Lobato’s nephew, who left no direct heirs
(Sousa, 1879). Francisco Lobato was the son of
Antonio de Caldas e Souza, married to Anna Cação
de Brito (Gayo, 1938).
The same Gabriel de Souza, in his Treaty (Sousa,
1879), recorded that it was the Tapagibe peninsula
the place designed to build Salvador City, the first
Brazilian capital, at the end of the 1540’s:
“At this point, when the city was founded, there
were opinions that it should be built, because it is
safer and better settled...”

This region, which continues the geological fault
of the city from its historical site at Pelourinho, had
good navigability, “where the ships are set at will,
and the tides are very well caulked...” In an old
map of All Saints Bay elaborated by the great
Portuguese cartographer and mathematician Luís
Teixeira (? - c. 1613), dating precisely from 1574,
the Tapajipe village stands out.
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Figure 3. Lobato Region in Bahia, Brazil, according to the map of the city of Salvador of 1989, scale 1:50,000, in
front of the coves of Tainheiros and Cabrito, highlighting the Itapagipe peninsula.

The etymology of the name Itapagipe (or
Itapajipe) comes from its first inhabitants, the
Tapuias. According to the Brazilian ethnologist
Frederico Guilherme Edelweiss (1892 - 1976), “for a
long time the etymologies envisioned for Itapajipe
were no more than the terrain of linguistically
unacceptable conjectures. Only the publication of
the First Jesuit Letters, by the Brazilian priest
Serafim Leite (1890 - 1969), volume I, p. 196, gave
us the original form of the toponym in a 1550
document: Tapuigipe, by tapyyîa, tapuyîa, tapuy =
tapuia, j (g) = euphonic consonant, y = water(s),
and pe = in, which, together, mean: in Tapuias’
waters” (Dórea, 2006).

Branco’s Viscount cousin, José Maria da Silva
Paranhos (1819 - 1880). According to his birth
certificate, his godparents were Manoel de Freitas
Paranhos (1859 - 1939) and D. Carolina Paranhos
(1858 - 1935). He married Diva Stella de Menezes
Bastos (? - 1976). According to the Brazilian
journalist Petronilha Pimentel (1920 - 1995)

Thus, the region’s name, linked to the Itapagipe
peninsula (see Figure 3) also coincides with that of
the famous Brazilian writer and defender of the
Brazilian oil campaign, Monteiro Lobato, and was
mistaken as a tribute that never really existed.

1.2 Manoel Ignácio Bastos
Manoel Ignácio Bastos (Figure 4) was born on
March 20, 1891 in São Pedro village, near Salvador,
Bahia. Son of Manoel Ignácio Bastos (1851 - ?) and
Odília de Freitas Paranhos Bastos (1859 - 1915). His
paternal grandfather was the Baron of Palmas,
Antonio de Freitas Paranhos (1818 - 1889), and Rio
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Figure 4. Manoel Ignácio Bastos (1891 - 1940),
Brazilian geographer engineer, graduated from
Polytechnic School of Bahia, founded in 1897.
Source: Bastos’ Family Private Collection, now in
public domain.
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(Pimentel, 1984, 1991), Bastos enrolled at
Mackenzie University in São Paulo (the fifth
university founded in Brazil, in 1896, and the first
private educational institution in the Country)
(Barbosa, 2010), where he took preparatory
courses. With the death of his parents, Bastos had
to work as a reviewer at Salvador’s newspaper A
TARDE.
Bastos enrolled at the Polytechnic School of
Bahia (EPBA) in the civil engineering program, in
1912. With both health and financial difficulties, he
attempted to return to EPBA in 1915, succeeding
only five years later. At that time, EPBA was
private. According to historical records of the
Arlindo Fragoso Memorial from the Polytechnic
School of Bahia (www.memorial.eng.ufba.br),
Bastos graduated as a geographer engineer in 1922
(Barbosa, 2010). In the meantime, he worked as a
public servant and technical assistant (and then
delegate) at the Land and Mines Office in Lençóis, a
diamond-mining town in the Bahian hinterland. He
worked demarcating farmlands, not always
welcomed for this work, according to his widow’s
testimony (Pimentel, 1984).

Notably, with his technical background, there is
no doubt that it was Bastos who found the first and
confirmed traces of oil in Salvador (Coutinho,
1961):
“As an engineer, it was not difficult for him to
observe that the oil he discovered in Lobato,
stagnating here and there in thick puddles, was of far
greater importance than residents thought. People
used oil only to feed the flickering flames of their
spinner lamps, called ‘fifos’.”

Pimentel (1984) also attributes Bastos’
discovery to the complaint of “the weird taste
(reminiscent of kerosene) of water taken from local
wells and cisterns” by local residents. In fact, it was
Bastos himself who reported this news in an
interview for Diário de Notícias on November 27,
1939 (Anonymous, 1939d).
Seeking help to continue his discovery work,
after several unsuccessful attempts, he met Oscar
Salvador Cordeiro (1890 - 1970, Figure 5). At that
time, Cordeiro was president of the Bahia
Commodity Exchange and someone influential in
the local media and society. He proved to be an
important ally managing the arrival of the rig and
the creation of well L-163 6 years later, the first
well to truly discharge oil in Brazil.
An important and first-time research on the
material extracted and analyzed from Lobato, in
terms of a technical report, came from Antonio
Joaquim de Souza Carneiro (1881 - 1942, Figure 6),
professor of geology and mineralogy at the
Polytechnic School of Bahia (Carneiro, 1933):
It Is the Best Oil!
“Lobato oil is rich in paraffin and has no similarity, as
far as occurrence is concerned, with other Brazilian oils.
In color, it resembles that of Canada; in properties, to
the best American; and in thickness to the usual
Russians.
Lobato oil has many impurities, either due to extraction
or from difficulty in collecting it.

Figure 5. Oscar Salvador Cordeiro (1890 - 1970), real
estate broker and then president of the Bahia
Commodity Exchange.
Source: Cordeiro’s Family Private Collection, in public
domain.

Distillation, therefore, is time consuming, requiring
chemical treatment of the product received from the
Commodity Exchange to obtain, by distillation, some of
these impurities or by eliminating others, such as
naphta, benzene, gasoline, kerosene, paraffin, and
lubricating oils. These facts are nonetheless common to
oil industry, but in no way would they be consistent
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with my desire to minimize industry expenses by
presenting oil in its basic chemical composition, free of
such impurities and also as first-rate quality that is
necessary.
I have overcome these difficulties by means of
adequate chemical treatments, that is, to say that I
obtained crude oil as it should be in a natural state and
ready to be distilled industrially. The preliminary results
are relevant and of economical interest to our city,
because only simple mechanical distillation is
necessary.
It is certainly, therefore, that it is a product laden with
impurities, I tried to prove that it is not asphaltic, but
even so I prepared asphalt from sulfur. The successful
experience proved that asphalt imports can be
abandoned and can be produced here for very low
prices. However, instead of sulfur imports we should
elaborate bitumen, which I also did, and obtained the
necessary consistency for all required properties, thus
planning to pave our tropical cities as well as highways.
Thus, oil, I mean, the industrial question that arises
from Lobato oil is satisfactorily and fully resolved with
the ‘minimum minimorum’ of expenditures and
‘maximo maximorum’ of results, but Brazil must follow
Mexico’s example entirely in future concessions.
Prior to any industrial distillation, Lobato oil may be
exploited to cater for certain small industries such as
bitumen manufacturing, diesel engine oils, heavy
lubricants as well as fine rust scavenging oils, that are
excellent for tools and even knife sharpeners.
This is the statement I must present to public and the
press, of which I am part of, because scientific
assumptions will be left to technicians and will be
published with detailed studies of the oil basin, which is
one of the largest in South America. There will be no
shortage of geological details or data for chemical as
well as oil industries for the Bahian Reconcavo, which,
to a large extent, are known to my alumni who have
been my assistants in the Polytechnic School labs.”
Diário de Notícias, Saturday, April 1, 1933

First enrolled in 1899, Souza Carneiro graduated
in civil engineering from the same Polytechnic
School of Bahia in 1904. According to the historical
records found at the Arlindo Fragoso Memorial,
from the Polytechnic School of Bahia, he began
career as an accountant for the Ministry of
Finances. Souza Carneiro taught Hydraulics, Water
and Sewage Supply, Irrigation, Notions of
Metallurgy, and Economic Geology. Later, he
became a professor at the University Federal
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Figure 6. Antonio Joaquim de Souza Carneiro (1881 1942), civil engineer and full professor of Geology
and Mineralogy at Polytechnic School of Bahia.
Source: Public domain.

District (1934), in Rio de Janeiro, and at the
Polytechnic School of the University of São Paulo USP (1939) (Barbosa, 2010). Souza Carneiro was a
distant cousin of Bastos’ widow (Pimentel, 1984),
and worked as a professor at EPBA. Américo
Furtado de Simas (1875 - 1944) was a civil engineer
and full professor of EPBA Thermodynamics and
Thermal Motors. He carried out an experiment that
became historic but still little known: the first
successful use of alcohol in an internal combustion
engine using 96.5º hydrated ethyl alcohol (i.e.,
degrees Gay Lussac or ABV, “alcohol by volume”)
on May 19, 1930, as reported in the newspaper A
TARDE (Anonymous, 1930).
According to Diva Bastos, her husband was a
discreet, studious, modest, and humble person.
Unfortunately, Bastos died very young, on November
27, 1940, from a stroke. His remains are found in the
cemetery of Quinta dos Lázaros, in Salvador, in a very
simple grave, number fifteen (Pimentel, 1984).

It is noteworthy that Cordeiro’s contribution
went beyond any political and media influence. In
fact, he invested much of his savings (Anonymous,
1958), for example, in dealing with the logistics and
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operation of the rigs themselves, as well as hiring
the first employees (around fourteen, according to
an interview to the Diário de Notícias) to continue
oil extraction (Anonymous, 1939c). Thus, he was of
decisive importance in the success of Bastos’
undertaking.
1.3 Brief history of oil search in Bahia
The search for oil in Brazil began in 1854, in
Bahia, with the exploration of petroleum stone coal
and naphtha by the captain and indigenous expert
José Francisco Thomaz do Nascimento (1828 - ?), in
Maraú village (Ferreira, 1885; Wanderlei, 1855).
Francisco Gonçalves Martins (1807 - 1872),
Viscount of São Lourenço, had also found the
presence of oil-impregnated bitumen and
limestone in the same region (Ferreira, 1885).
It is important to note that this finding took
place in the same year the first oil well in Bóbrka
village, near Krosno, Poland, was discovered by the
Polish pharmacists and inventors Jan Józef Ignacy
Łukasiewicz (1822 - 1882) and Johan Zeh (or Jan,
1817 - 1897, Figure 7). Due to their background
knowledge in chemistry, they distilled kerosene
from crude oil for lighting, thus, inventing the first
kerosene lamp, according to the patent privilege:
“The Invention of Manufacturing Paraffin Candles
from Bitumen and its Different Varieties”, from
November 23, 1853. Both used sulfuric acid and a
sodium solution to purify crude oil and obtain
kerosene. Historically, they also created the first oil

Figure 7. Johan Zeh (or Jan, 1817 - 1897), Polish
pharmacist and inventor that created the first oil and
refining industry with his colleague, Jan Józef Ignacy
Łukasiewicz (1822 - 1882), in public domain.

and refining industry, still operating (see
www.bobrka.pl). However, the only holder of the
petroleum process privilege was Zeh, according to
the oil patents granted by the Austrian Patent
Office in Wien (at that time some regions of Poland
belonged to the Austrian Empire): i) “Invention of
Rectification of Crude Oil in Course of Chemical
Processing for Immediate Technical Use”, from

Figure 8. Patent privilege of Johan Zeh (1817 - 1897) in 1856, from Austrian Patent Office in Wien, in public
domain.
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December 2, 1853; ii) “Invention of a
Manufacturing Method of Cheep and Good
Lubricants known as Mineral Oil Lubricant” for
carriages and machines, from November 9, 1856
(Personal communication, 2019). Figure 8 shows
one of these patent privileges.
At that time, Brazil saw a large presence of
foreign nationals interested in discovering oil, gas,
lighting and related sources of energy. For
example, Frederick Hamilton Southworth (? 1861), an American inventor based in Rio de
Janeiro, was granted a patent by Brazilian Decree
1,839, of November 8, 1856, concerning an
“Improvement of a Lighting Gas Extraction Device”
(Majestade, 1856). This discovery had a big impact
in the field, especially in public lighting, using fish
and whale oils, as well as other sources, such as
kerosene. Southworth married the American writer
and novelist Emma Dorothy Eliza Nevitte
Southworth (1819 - 1899) in 1840, but the couple
divorced in 1844 (Anonymous, 1861). In addition
to obtaining patents in Brazil and the United States
(US 2,703 of July 2, 1842, a lard lamp), Southworth
had at least one patent granted in Mexico for
fishing and cutting fish (Anonymous, 1853). By
means of the Brazilian Decree 2,267 of October 2,
1858, he obtained rights to extract the illuminating
vegetable turf resinous mineral, suitable for the
manufacture of lighting gas, on land along the
banks of the Acaraí River in Bahia (Olinda, 1858a).
On the same day, through Decree 2,266, the
Brazilian physician and deputy Jose de Barros
Pimentel (1817 - 1893) obtained rights to extract
bituminous shalk from the Maraú River banks, also
in Bahia, to produce illumination gas (Olinda,
1858b). Both were awarded decrees by the
Brazilian emperor, brokered by the Marquis of
Olinda, Pedro de Araujo Lima (1793 - 1870). These
official documents are considered the first
regulations on oil exploration in Brazil, and were
enacted only few years after Zeh and Łukasiewicz’s
discoveries in Poland. Jose Pimentel was also one
of the founders of the Bank of Bahia, as established
by Brazilian Decree 2,140 on April 3, 1858.
Edward Pellew Wilson (1803 - 1887), a Scottish
industrialist based in Bahia, through Brazilian
Decree 4,386 of June 30, 1869, under the heading
of Your Majesty (Leão, 1869), was authorized to
conduct the extraction of coal, peat, and other
minerals such as oil, in Maraú, at the Camamu Bay.
“Such fuels abound not only in that locality, but
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also throughout the lower Rio de Contas, which is
close by.” Thus, the company Wilson & Sons was
created. His grave is located in the British
Cemetery, in Salvador, Bahia.
John Cameron Grant (1857 - c. 1916), an English
civil engineer, poet, and businessman, explored the
region commercially by means of the John Grant &
Co. in 1884, in partnership with Wilson. This was
almost fifteen years after he had opened a
kerosene distillation plant. The facility processes
the conversion from peat or naphtha into
kerosene, in addition to the extracting oil shale
(Ferreira, 1885). Grant, who was also a partner of
John Augustus de Gray (7th Baron Walsingham,
1849 - 1929), registered the Braziline trademark in
1888 (Rebouças, 2018) following the guidelines
established by Brazilian Decree 9,328, according to
documents in the Bahia State Public Archive. The
products produced by his company served as public
and private lighting lamps (Castro, 2017). Grant
also produced sulfuric acid, candles, and soap. His
factory had about three hundred employees, and
owned its own railway with two locomotives,
according to the Bahia State Government Act,
signed on October 31, 1890, which granted a
railroad to the São Francisco River. Maraú village,
thus, grew very fast in 20 years. It went from 2,761
inhabitants in 1872 to 3,695 in 1892, much of it
due to Grant’s company (Vianna & Ferreira, 1893)
capital investment of 10,000:000$000 [ten
thousand contos of réis].(2) However, this business
failed due to circumstances involving crime. Grant,
himself, ended up fleeing the area, and the
company was passed on to another British group,
becoming, then, the Marau International Company
from 1891 until 1898, when it ended its operations
(Castro, 2017).
Other noteworthy activities are the ones tied to
English petrologist Samuel Allport (1816 - 1897) in
1859 (Espinola, 2013). When studying fossils,
Allport found evidence of the presence of oil in the
region during the building of the Brazilian East
Railroad (Pimentel, 1991; Vaitsman, 2001; Allport,
1860), which crossed the Itapagipe peninsula,
precisely between the Cabrito (near Lobato) and
Plataforma villages. This location is close to the
region analyzed by Bastos and Cordeiro a few
decades later.
(2)

Around US$ 295,200,000.00 (approximately three
hundred million dollars) today.
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1.4 The oil discovery in Lobato
In a manuscript presented by Bastos’ widow to
the Ministry of Agriculture Commission regarding a
request for compensation to his heirs as well as
Oscar Cordeiro for the oil discovery in Bahia, Bastos
visited the site to verify a “complaint raised by
Lobato’s residents about the quality of the water in
the region, that was not possible to drink.” Also,
according to this report, Bastos requested for the
first time, on October 30, 1928, new equipment for
oil search. He received an answer, signed by
Guilhermo Beltrán y Puga (1863 – 1939), Mexican
engineer and editor of the “Ingeniería
Internacional” magazine, “in response to his
question concerning an electrochemical oil-locating
device and other minerals” (Pimentel, 1984; 1991;
Mello Junior, 1947). It becomes clear that, since
1928, there was a suspicion that oil was present in
the region, and Bastos would be the one to verify
the claim for he was looking for specific equipment
to carry out his research. In this same manuscript,
Bastos’ widow said:
“... he [Bastos] conducted his first research in
1930 with workers Januário Dias and Aurélio
[Brandão] Cirne. In the same year, he traveled to Rio
[de Janeiro] to obtain government assistance when
the ‘Trade, Mining, Traffic and Colonization
Company’ was organized, of which he was part of as
a Technical Director. In this role, he organized a
report outlining this company’s claims in Bahia,
alluding to his research on fuel oil, monazite, and
coal. This report received a negative response from
the Ministry of Agriculture, as confirmed by the
Director of the Geological and Mineralogical Service
of Brazil, dated July 18, 1932”.

In fact, as announced by O Jornal (The Journal)
and Diário de Notícias (Daily News), in December
11, 1931, Manoel Ignácio Bastos was named
“technical director” of the Company of Commerce,
Mining, Transport, and Colonization (Anonymous,
1931 a, b). It is evident that, due to failing his first
attempts, Bastos tried to associate other
mineralogical studies, such as machinery one
(Mello Junior, 1947). Previously, he had
encountered work using unskilled labor and archaic
technology. Bastos’ widow kept an auger, a fivefoot object aimed at drilling (Pimentel, 1991).
Bastos also attempted to discuss his work with the
Federal government, as noted in O Jornal on June
10, 1932. He met the head of the provisional
government, Brazilian president Getúlio Dornelles

Vargas (1882 - 1954), at the Catete Palace, in the
company of Messrs. Thomaz Pereira Caldas and
Moraes Neto to “deal with issues related to fuel
exploration in Brazil”.
According to Pimentel (1984; 1911), Bastos’
discovery was recorded in a manuscript dated of
March 22, 1940, as presented to a Commission of
the Ministry of Agriculture by Bastos’ widow years
later (Mello Junior, 1947):
“On Sunday morning, February 19, 1933, at that
time, I lived with my family, at Rua do Fogo 29,
Itapagipe, when Mr. Oscar Cordeiro knocked on the
door. Then, with Aurélio [Brandão] Cirne, we went to
São João bridge where Januário Dias, a resident from
Alto do Cabrito, was waiting. Together, we all went
to the point already well known to me, situated in a
farm belonging to Jose de Freitas. There, I ordered
Januario and another worker named Benedito to
collect some materials at the point under
investigation, showing them to Mr. Oscar Cordeiro,
who was puzzled. However, due to the constant
smell coming from the oil removed, I felt uneasiness,
slightly faint, reason that forced us to return shortly.
The next day, Mr. Oscar Cordeiro, enthusiastic about
what he had seen, reminded me about the need to
send a telegram to the President, reiterating my
requests for assistance, as well as reaffirming my
strong predictions done in a court hearing on July 9,
1932. I did, but I got no answer.”

This court hearing refers to a meeting with
Brazilian President Getúlio Vargas at the Catete
Palace in Rio de Janeiro. Pimentel’s book highlights
some of Bastos’ memoirs from an unpublished
manuscript (Pimentel, 1991) that was presented to
the aforementioned Ministry of Agriculture
Commission (Mello Junior, 1947). The correct date
for the meeting at Catete appears to be June 9 of
that year, and it was published on the following
day in O Jornal (Anonymous, 1932a). His wife Diva
Bastos confirmed that the dealings with Mr.
Cordeiro took place “in early February, 1933”
(Mello Junior, 1947), according to Bastos’ letter.
In fact, the partnership between Bastos and
Cordeiro was established in the 2nd Registry Office
(Real Estate and Mortgage Registry) (Pimentel,
1991; Teixeira et al., 2010) in 1933, as follows:
“I certify that page 174 of book 4 was entered
today under number 225 in the name of Oscar
Cordeiro and Manoel Ignacio Bastos, residing in this
capital. The Petroleum Mine discovered by these
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gentlemen, located in the place named Lobato, in
Pirajá village, on land belonging to the Brazilian
Navy, as well as the Societé de Construction du Port
da Bahia and the Companhia Progresso Industrial.
The transcription was ordered by Hon. Mr. Dr. Judge
from Civil Court, by application on May 22, 1933, and
pursuant to article number 173 of Brazilian Decree
18,542 on December 24, 1928. Franklin Rodrigues
Pompa (signed) - Second Registry Officer.”

These news about the partnership between
Bastos and Cordeiro had also been published in
newspaper notes, such as that published in the
Diário de Notícias, on June 27, 1933 (Anonymous,
1933):
National Economy
“The oil deposits that were announced as existing in
the municipality of the Bahian capital and discovered
by the engineer Manoel Ignacio Bastos and Mr. Oscar
Cordeiro were recently recorded in the Bahian Real
Estate Registry Office.

The Incorporation of a Company to Explore Ore
Mining
Bahia, 30 (A. B.) It is not news today the existence of
oil in Bahia; in the South of the State, the exploration
of the precious fuel has even begun. Now, we return
to the subject, affirming the existence of oil at the
locality called Lobato, near this Capital. Engineer
Manoel Ignacio Bastos and Colonel Oscar Cordeiro
have already done successful research in that locality.
These two gentlemen, who intend to carry on
exploration of the Lobato deposits, have sent several
fuel samples that are on display at the Commodity
Exchange, causing the admiration of the experts in the
subject.
Bahia, 30 (AB) - Speaking to the Press, Mr. Oscar
Cordeiro, who is interested in the exploration of the
Lobato oil fields near this Capital, stated that he
intends to carry out the incorporation of a company
for this purpose, but rather that it is made up
exclusively of National capital”.
Correio da Manhã, Friday, March 31, 1933

Diário de Noticias. Tuesday, June 27, 1933

However, increasing difficulties, especially in
obtaining financial resources to continue the oil
prospecting and analysis studies (mainly
physicochemical), quickly discouraged them to
pursue their goal, according to handwritten
documents kept by the Bastos family (Pimentel,
1984; 1991):
“March 28, 1933
Dear friend Bastos,
Greetings
Peixoto asked me to tell you that tomorrow, 7
a.m., engineer Quintino Ferreira, with two assistants,
will take the plant that you spoke to him about. I
cannot, for the moment, work on oil, for the reasons
I have already given to you.

Calls to the Brazilian Government to intervene
in Lobato oil prospecting were constant. For
instance, this note was published in the Diário de
Notícias on December 2, 1933, which highlights
Cordeiro’s work (União, 1933):

The Lobato Oilfields and an Appeal to the
Government
“The Lobato Oilfields and an Appeal to the
Government of Bahia, 1 (União) - The “Diario de
Noticias”, a long note, accompanied by photographs
of Lobato oil deposits, makes a warm appeal to the
Brazilian Government to assist in the exploration of
mines discovered by Mr. Oscar Cordeiro, president of
the Commodity Exchange”.
Diário de Noticias, Saturday, December 2, 1933

From your friend, Cordeiro.”

It is clear from the Notary’s document that
Bastos and Cordeiro had teamed up to extract the
discovered oil together. In the news published on
March 31, 1933, the “Incorporation of a Company
to Explore Mining Reserves” was recorded
(Agencia Brasileira, 1933d):
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Oil samples were sent out for analysis to Rio de
Janeiro, more precisely to the National Institute of
Technology (www.INT.gov.br), where the Brazilian
chemist Sylvio Fróes Abreu (1902 - 1972) was
Assistant Director (Anonymous, 1939c; Espinola,
2013). These samples are on permanent display at
INT, as shown in Figure 9. INT, at that time named
the Fuel and Mining Experimental Station. The
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Figure 9. Permanent display of oil samples found in the Lobato region of Bahia, analyzed by INT that proved the
existence of oil on Brazilian soil.
Source: National Institute of Technology (www.INT.gov.br), in public domain.

Station was founded by Ernesto Lopes da Fonseca
Costa (1891 - 1952) Brazilian geographer engineer
and, later, civil engineer, who pioneered the use of
the alcohol engine in Brazil, when driving 230 km in
a Ford Model T using 70º GL alcohol (degrees Gay
Lussac or ABV, alcohol by volume) on the Gavea
Circuit in 1925 (Anonymous, 1925).
To make this task more difficult, there were a
huge number of attacks on the discovery published
by press, leaving the spirits even fiercer as, for
example, the extract below shows (Diario de
Noticias, 1936):

Scandal Caused by a Letter regarding Oil Mining
“S. Salvador, 2 (D.N.) - A letter addressed to the press
of this Capital by Mr. Oscar Cordeiro, stating the case of
oil mining in Bahia, is causing a scandal.
This letter attacks Brazilian geologist Othon [Henry]
Leonardos,(3) commissioned by the Ministry of
Agriculture to study the issue in Lobato, saying that the
geologist is just a mystifier, acting under the influence
of foreign firms, damaging Brazilian interests.”
Diário de Noticias, Tuesday March 3, 1936

(3)

Othon Henry Leonardos (1899 - 1977), Brazilian
geologist. There were no consequences to said scandal
published by press.

There were numerous difficulties related to
prospecting, requiring specialized technicians and
at least one probe from the Brazilian Geological
and Mineralogical Service, with the request denied
(Teixeira et al., 2010). The press published debates
on the many pros and cons about oil existence,
some suggesting the influence of trusts on official
advice. On the other hand, the Brazilian
government at the time claimed to have arguments
based on technical analysis and geological
knowledge of the region, which began to change
from 1935 (Teixeira et al., 2010). For these
reasons, five years passed from the official
discovery until the first well was installed, as
described in the report of the Ministry of
Agriculture Commission (Mello Junior, 1947).
Another prominent character in Brazilian oil
discovery was the Brazilian writer Monteiro Lobato.
After undertaking several searches for oil on his
own, and through partnership with other
entrepreneurs, he wrote the famous “Companhia
Petroleo Nacional Manifesto”, published in 1932 by
the Diário de Notícias (Anonymous, 1932b). It
began showing a partially hatched South America
map: “In all countries oil has already been
discovered and explored. The great and sad
exception is one - Brazil...” This undertaking was
legally constituted by Brazilian Decree 21,265 on
April 8, 1932 and 21,415 on May 17 of the same
year. In 1936, Monteiro Lobato published the
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famous book “The Oil Scandal” (Lobato, 1936), a
true history of the various difficulties, mainly
technical, economic and political, encountered,
that were kept confidential by the Federal
Government, known as Estado Novo, the Vargas
dictatorship period. To overcome this government
prohibition, he brought this topic into the
children’s universe through his famous book “The
Viscount’s Well” in 1937 (Lobato, 1937), where the
wise Corncob predicted the oil existence in Brazil,
based on ‘oleificant’ studies. The Viscount ideas
were more scientific than those from the smart rag
doll Emilia, who had proposed prospecting oil by
tying an armadillo by the tail and making it dig the
ground. In later editions (such as the 1965 one),
Monteiro Lobato added the following sentence:
“Bahia drilled in the Camamus area and, thus, was
filled with oil; even in the Lobato area, on the
Capital’s outskirts, excellent oil wells have been
found” (Lobato, 1937).

the National Petroleum Council (NPC) by the
Brazilian Decree-Law 395, on April 29, 1938, by
president Getúlio Vargas. The NPC was created to
be responsible for researching, mining, refining and
distributing oil even before any deposits were
discovered (Teixeira et al., 2010). Since 1934, the
trade balance had been growing, largely due to the
heavy increase in petroleum products imports, the
industrial expansion, as well as the construction of
roads, causing concern for the Brazilian
Government (Teixeira et al., 2010). Almost ten
years later, a few months after the enactment of
the New Brazilian Constitution (1946), a great
debate started, establishing the campaign “The Oil
is Ours” (“O Petróleo é Nosso” in Portuguese), in
response to the constitution allowing the
participation of foreign capital in mineral
exploration activities, including oil. This debate,
somewhat inspired by Monteiro Lobato’s works,
resulted in the creation of Petrobras (1953).

One of the initiatives that helped to solve the
conflict between Bastos, Cordeiro, and the Brazilian
Government involved the participation of chemist
Fróes Abreu and mining engineers Glycon de Paiva
Teixeira (1902 - 1993, from Minas Gerais) and
Irnack Carvalho do Amaral (1905 - 1983, from Rio
de Janeiro) in 1936; all sponsored by civil engineer
and businessman Guilherme Guinle (1882 - 1960,
also from Rio de Janeiro). The result of their studies
was published in the book “Contributions to
Petroleum Geology in the Bahian Recôncavo,” and
this was a major breakthrough in research (Paiva et
al., 1936). The work contained geological and
geophysical analyses, constituting a novelty at that
time, increasing credibility, including in their
studies of the Lobato region (Teixeira et al., 2010).
They concluded that (Paiva et al., 1936):

Thus, the exploration in Bahia began with the
153 well in August 1937, drilling 22.42 m, but it was
interrupted by an accident. Following Oscar
Cordeiro’s continuous demands, via a newspaper
campaign, it was possible to bring in a more
powerful Calix Davis-type rig, capable of reaching a
depth of 600 m on July 1938, with a better
perspective for continuing exploration (Teixeira et
al., 2010). Finally, on January 21, 1939, when it
reached 210 m, oil gushed. According to a
publication by Diário de Noticias: “Oil Gushed! In
Lobato. Disaster Fears Due to Drill Failure”
(Anonymous, 1939a).

“… It comes from lower layers reserves, but it
cannot be said that represents a clear deposit
indicative of great commercial value. Nor can
anyone, guarantee the contrary, and the idea that is
justified in this case is to make a meticulous
Cretaceous study of structural geology of All Saints
Bay, in order to locate the most conducive points for
deep drilling.”

Only in 1937, due to growing controversy and
popular pressure, the Federal Government finally
decided to install a rig in Lobato, taking the first
step in the Brazilian oil industry. In this historical
context, it is important to highlight the creation of
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Many other newspapers across Brazil published
the same news: A TARDE (The Evening)”
(Anonymous, 1939b), O Jornal (The Journal)
(Meridional, 1939), A Gazeta (The Gazette)
(Anonymous, 1939e), O Globo (The Globe)
(Anonymous, 1939f), Última Hora (Last Hour)
(Anonymous, 1939g), Correio da Manhã (Morning
Post) (Anonymous, 1939h). The prominent
character quoted was almost always Cordeiro,
because, according to Bastos’ widow, her husband
was working far from Salvador, sometimes for
many months (Pimentel, 1984; 1991; Mello Junior,
1947).
One episode, in particular, shook the agreement
between Bastos and Cordeiro. It involved the
presence of a rather singular plaque, set a few feet
from the 163 well. Later, Bastos’ widow said, in
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Figure 10. Outdoor Billboard at the Lobato oil mine that generated a quarrel between the partners: “Bahia Oil
Mines - Oscar Cordeiro”.
Source: Bahia State Geological Museum, in public domain.

testimony to the Ministry of Agriculture
Commission (Mello Junior, 1947), that her
husband, upon returning from inland after eight
months, “saw an outdoor billboard near the
railroad that read: ‘Bahia Oil Mines - Oscar
Cordeiro” in early 1939, see Figure 10.
In the handwritten memoirs of Bastos,
conveyed by Pimentel, he wrote (Pimentel, 1991):
“I always trusted my partner. Hence, I accepted
his explanation, which consisted of why he had
placed that billboard... As his name is better known
and more prominent in the official and financial
circles, it was better to obtain funds for further
research. However, I never had the haste to
introduce myself in the propaganda that the press
was doing - this was only focused on the name of Mr.
Oscar Cordeiro. Not even this worried me because
the mine was registered under our names, and I have
plenty documentation that proves this. I do not deny
the hard work and combativeness of Mr. Oscar
Cordeiro, because I was obliged to do so for the
reasons already stated and this was the condition of
our partnership”.

This episode also reflects Cordeiro’s important
role in the continuity of his research, and especially
relevant due to his continued performance in the
media, while Bastos’ was absent, due to working

inland. There were other episodes covered by the
media, for example, one in which Cordeiro had
been threatened by a gunman, as reported on
February 2, 1939 in the Diário de Notícias
(Anonymous, 1939i).
The oil chemical studies of the L-163 rig, shown
in Figure 9, were carried out by INT between
January and June 1939 by Mr. Mario Abrantes da
Silva Pinto (1907 - ?, Brazilian engineer) with the
collaboration of Otto Hugo Heinrich Karl Rothe
(German chemist, 1887 - 1971), Aggeo da Silva
Freire (1905 - ?, Brazilian industrial chemist), and
Fabio Nunes Leal (c. 1908 - ?, Brazilian industrial
chemist), as published by Brazilian chemistry Aïda
Espínola (1920 - 2015, born Aida Costa Neves de
Oliveira) in the relevant work “Black Gold”
(Espinola, 2013). The oil analysis came back as 20%
gasoline, 10% kerosene, 20% diesel, 25%
lubricating oils, 20% heavy oils and paraffin grease,
and 5% coke and losses, with a density of
approximately 0.81, very light and fluid, without
water or sulfur. One report added that with
exposure to air the material would quickly lose its
most volatile products and be reduced to a greasy
consistency. As this oil had a paraffinic character, it
could be applied in the known cracking operations
so as to increase, on industrial scale, the
percentage of 20% of gasoline, reaching 75%,
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the first technicians for in situ analysis, including
the mining engineers Glycon Teixeira, representing
the Ministry of Agriculture, and Irnack do Amaral,
representing the National Petroleum Council, as
reported by the Diário de Notícias on January 26
and 27 of that year (Anonymous, 1939 j, k). Shortly
after, Bastos died.

Figure 11. Nelson de Souza Carneiro (1910 - 1996),
Brazilian lawyer and journalist.
Source: Wikipedia, in public domain.

between topping and cracking. The collected
material was even compared to Pennsylvania oil,(4)
which contained slightly more gasoline, between
27 and 35 percent (Espinola, 2013). It is
noteworthy that this result broadly coincides with
the analysis done by Souza Carneiro in 1933
(Carneiro, 1933).
Shortly after the news confirming the existence
of oil, the Vargas government published Brazilian
Decree 3,701, on February 8, 1939, nationalizing
the reserve (Vargas, 1939):
“Until further decision, the area of the Recôncavo
region in the state of Bahia becomes an oil reserve,
delimited by a circumference of sixty kilometers (60
km) radius, centered from well 163 located in Lobato
on the outskirts of Salvador. No new research
authorizations or concessions to mine oil nor natural
gas will be granted.”

This ended Bastos and Cordeiro’s dream by
preventing any further oil exploration. Access was
restricted even to them (Teixeira et al., 2010). This
decree was signed a few days after the arrival of
(4)

This is a historical reference to the first oil Discovery
in America, done by the American oil driller Edwin
Laurentine Drake (1819 - 1880) in Titusville,
Pennsylvania, 1859.
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In fact, the well proved not to be commercially
viable, but it inaugurated a series of prospections
with highly positive results, such as those found in
Candeias, the first successful Brazilian basin,
located in the Bahian Recôncavo, not far from
Lobato, on May 1941. According to the National
Agency of Petroleum, Natural Gas and Biofuels
(www.ANP.gov.br), oil production in this region
reached 18,000 barrels/day, and is still active today
producing natural gas, reaching 18,000 Mm³/day
(besides oil). It is noteworthy that, 80 years after
said oil discovery, residents of the Lobato region
continue to report oil drips and exudations
(Décimo, 2013).
To obtain compensation for the enormous
losses accumulated over years, both Cordeiro and
Bastos’ widow, presented several documents in
mid-1948 supporting the expenses related to the
pioneering oil research in Bahia. An application
from the Ministry of Agriculture established an
initial credit of 600,000 cruzeiros, which was soon
after calculated to one million cruzeiros, split
between the interested parties, with a view to
reimbursing, by way of compensation, “the
expenses and work done by Manoel I[g]nácio
Bastos and Oscar Cordeiro,” according to Protocol
3,573 of the Brazilian Deputies’ Chamber on August
23, 1948, transformed into Bill 904 (Mello Junior,
1947). Bill 904 was drafted by the Brazilian lawyer
and journalist Nelson de Souza Carneiro (1910 1996, Figure 11), then, a Federal Deputy for his
state of origin, Bahia. Nelson Carneiro was the son
of Professor Souza Carneiro, who had sent the first
report to Bastos on the oil discovered at Lobato.
The favorable report, established through the
Ministry of Agriculture’s Commission by the
technicians José Lino de Mello Junior (1897 - ?,
geologist) and Abel Paulo de Oliveira (c. 1904 - ?,
civil engineer), of the National Department of
Mineral Production - more precisely from the
Brazilian Geological and Mineralogical Service, was
as follows (Pimentel, 1991; Mello Junior, 1947;
Carneiro, 1962):
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“It was, however, in this place where, for the first time,
surface and permanent oil exudations were revealed, in
the fullness of their characteristics since similar
indications hitherto pointed out did not go beyond
residual and semi-oxidized products or small quantities.
It will be precisely in view of this circumstance that
gentlemen Manoel I[g]nacio Bastos and Oscar Salvador
Cordeiro can be considered Brazilian oil pioneers. The
conditions in which these men fought were as
unfavorable as possible, because they had to face the
lack of material resources, the prejudices of a
misguided policy, their absolute lack of technical and
scientific preparation, the skepticism and the suspicion
of almost all. The documents that come into our hands,
though deficient, seem to show that engineer Manoel
I[g]nacio Bastos was the true discoverer of Lobato’s
crude oils, and it was up to Mr. Oscar Salvador Cordeiro
to lead, not least, the campaign to obtain government
help to exploit the substance that they both thought
was abundant in the subsoil. From these difficulties, the
latter became prominent in Bahian press and began to
defend, with firmness and unwavering faith, the point
of view of common interest for all Brazilians. And his
performance impressed public opinion, such that in a
short time few people remembered his resigned
partner. There is no doubt that these two fighters, with
their perseverance and without measuring sacrifice,
contributed decisively to the opening of the first oilproducing well in Bahia, inaugurating a phase of
promising achievements in Brazil. Nothing fairer, then,
for the Government to grant these devoted Brazilians a
reward for the services they have rendered for the sake
of national oil...”

Following a series of setbacks, the decree
“authorizing the opening of special credit to the
Ministry of Agriculture to reimburse the expenses
and works performed by Manoel I[g]nácio Bastos
and Oscar Salvador Cordeiro” was signed by
President Vargas on March 10, 1952.
Pimentel (1991) reported that Bastos’ widow
received a letter from the Brazilian Army General
Adhemar de Queiroz (1899 - 1984), communicating
that she, as well as Oscar Cordeiro, would receive a
lifetime pension from Petrobras. This letter is
linked to Project 4,579 of July 11, 1962 (Carneiro,
1962), which granted a special pension of forty
thousand cruzeiros to Bastos’ widow, established
by the Brazilian Congressman Nelson Carneiro. The
Finance Committee presented a substitute
proposal for this project, establishing “the amount
of twice the minimum wage in force by Bahia
State”, but “cannot receive cumulatively with

retirement or benefit of any nature, paid by the
Union, State, Municipalities, autarchies or joint
stock companies, as well as not being granted if the
beneficiary would lose her widowhood,” according
to the sole paragraph of the first article approved
on May 16, 1963 by a Brazilian Congress Decree.
In summary, from the documents analyzed,
there is no doubt about the interest of both Bastos
and Cordeiro to continue their research into oil
exploration in Brazil. They did everything as
authentic nationalists, especially at a time when
there was doubt about the existence of oil on
Brazilian soil, as well-remembered by Monteiro
Lobato in his well-known manifesto (Anonymous,
1932b).

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Recently, two excellent and critical overviews of
the evolution of the Brazilian oil, as well as the
biofuel sector, have been written by Bennertz and
Rip (2018) and Rodríguez-Morales (2018).
Following the initial research of Brazilian oil
pioneers, Figure 12 presents the total onshore and
offshore oil production in Brazil (in m3) from 1941
to 2019, detailed by ANP (www.ANP.gov.br,
according to statistical data). In a statistical sense
(following Pearson’s analysis), two variables, xi and
yi, each one corresponding to n data, and their
respective averages, 𝑥̅ and 𝑦̅, can provide results in
terms of a correlation coefficient r as follows:
𝑟=

∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)
√∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2 √∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦̅)2

(1)

From Equation (1) it is possible to observe that,
by definition, the correlation coefficient is the
covariance of two variables x and y divided by the
product of their standard deviations. The
correlation coefficient is credited to the English
mathematician Karl Pearson (1857 - 1936)
(Pearson, 1896), and his mentor, the English
polymath Sir Francis Galton (1822 - 1911) (Galton,
1890). This value has to lie between −1 and + 1. A
coefficient of +1 specifies that the two variables are
perfectly positively correlated: as one variable
increases, the other also increases by a comparable
quantity. However, this does not mean that the
variation in one variable causes the other to
change, only that their changes coincide. On the
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Figure 12. Evolution of onshore and offshore oil production in Brazil (in m 3, log scale), from 1941 to 2019, in
agreement with ANP data, and presenting some landmarks, such as the first oil well (1939), the beginning of
onshore (1941) and offshore (1954) production, the creation of Petrobras (1953) and the beginning of pre-salt
production (2008).

other hand, a coefficient of −1 shows a perfect
negative relationship: if one variable increases, the
other decreases by a comparable amount. A zero
coefficient implies that there is no linear
relationship between the variables.
The data on the onshore versus offshore
production are partially correlated, with a
coefficient correlation r = 0.405 during the period
1954 - 2019 (the period when data coincide),
following Equation (1). From the data it is also
possible to note the Brazilian golden oil period
(before the world oil crisis) (Rodríguez-Morales,
2018) and a turning point in offshore oil production
which overtakes onshore from 1982.
A comparison between two possible related
variables can be made by means of a nonparametric statistical hypothesis, attributed to the
Irish American chemist Frank Wilcoxon (1892 1965), named signed-rank test. This test can be used
to determine whether two dependent variables
were selected from populations with similar
distribution (or not).
Following the Wilcoxon (1945) test, both
onshore and offshore production presented a
population median significantly different from the
test median between 1954 and 2006, at the P = 5%
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level, following the hypothesis test (but with a
restriction due to Wilcoxon table range, considering
up to n = 53 data). In brief, this means that both
variables, onshore and offshore oil production in
Figure 12, are all independent.

3. CONCLUSIONS
There is no doubt that the search for oil in Brazil
began in Bahia as early as 1854, near the same
time of oil discoveries in Poland by Zeh and
Łukasiewicz. It is also possible to affirm that both
Manoel Ignácio Bastos and Oscar Salvador Cordeiro
sought economic and social development with
their actions. They fought for what they believed
in, despite the discouragement of some, the
resistance of powerful national and international
interests at the time, as well as the lack of material
resources. They are now historically recognized as
the Brazilian pioneers of oil industry. The first being
the only discoverer and the second, but not least,
the leader of the partnership to get funds from
government due to his influence in Bahian society.
Thus, Bastos was the rightful discoverer, and
Cordeiro a tireless administrator and protector of
the oil mine. Their partnership was essential for the
continued efforts that culminated in the discovery
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of L-163 well, the true milestone of Brazilian oil
production. The historical data presented on
Brazilian onshore and offshore oil production
partially correlated and independent in statistical
sense, are Bastos and Cordeiro’s heritage. Thanks
to the insistence of Bastos and Cordeiro, Brazil
discovered that the oil is really for all Brazilians,
fulfilling Monteiro Lobato’s dream.
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